6th Form Book List 2020 / 2021

**MATHS:**  Busy at Maths 6 Shadow Book  *(Not Text Book)*

**ENGLISH:**  Wordwise 6 *(C. J. Fallon)*
My Word A Day 6 *(C. J. Fallon)*

**IRISH:**  Seo Leat 6 *(C. J. Fallon)*

**RELIGION:**  Grow in Love – 6th Class *(Veritas)*

**SESE**  Small World History - 6th Class *(C. J. Fallon)*
Small World Geography & Science 6th Class *(C. J. Fallon)*

**ART:**  Pack of Colouring Pencils

**Copy Books/Stationery:**
- A4 Hardback Notebook *(Mr. Kilcommons)* (x1)
- Maths Copy *(Mr. Kilcommons)* (x2)
- A5 Hardback Notebook *(Ms. Loomes)* (x2)
- Soft Copy *(Ms. Loomes)* (x6)
- A4 Folder *(strong binder with two rings)* (x1)
- Packet of A4 Punched Poly Pockets (x1)
- Packet of A4 Dividers *(minimum of 6 dividers)* (x1)
- Geometry Set
- Calculator

*Please ensure that all books are covered with clear plastic and labelled with name.*

*(RL/TK/15/05/2020)*